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About Us
Scripps and Digital Health Strategies



Scripps Health: Our Legacy
Miss Ellen Browning Scripps
Scripps Memorial Hospital & Metabolic Clinic 
Founded in 1924

Mother Mary Michael Cummings 
& Sisters Of Mercy 
Founded St. Joseph’s Hospital, 1890 
Named Mercy Hospital in 1924
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Scripps Health: Our Numbers

• Not-for-profit, integrated health care system in 
San Diego, California

• 15,000 employees

• 3,000 physicians (2,000 in independent practice)

• 5 hospital campuses

• 27 outpatient locations

• 3 urgent care and 15 Scripps HealthExpress locations 
throughout the County

• 4 emergency and two trauma centers

• Recent partnership: Scripps MD Anderson Cancer Center
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Scripps Health: Our Network

• Scripps Hospital Campuses

• Scripps Clinic

• Scripps Coastal Medical Center

• Scripps Prebys Cardiovascular Institute

• Scripps Home-Based Care

• Scripps Skilled Nursing Preferred Network
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Scripps Health: #1 in San Diego
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Digital Health Strategies: About Us

Foundation fundraising

Patient marketing

Employee and physician 
communications & 
engagement



t

Health System Clients Team’s Non-Profit Experience Team’s Fortune 100 Experience

Digital Health Strategies: About Us



About Us: Our unique combination

DIGITAL
Decades of experience building and 
managing complex, award winning 
digital programs for Fortune 100 

companies.
+

HEALTHCARE
Proven success across the health 

industry including providers, 
associations, and non-profits. +

FUNDRAISING
Tens of millions of dollars raised 
online for leading non-profits and 

advocacy organizations.



Digital Health Strategies: Our Capabilities

Digital planning and strategy
Create a digital roadmap for your Foundation
• Goal setting
• Messaging and identity
• Audience profiles and journeys 
• Website redesign
• Technology review
• CRM strategies

Analytics & data modeling
Transforming complex data sets into clear insights
• Donor list insights
• Email list insights
• Wealth screening
• Audience modeling

Content & communications
Use best-in-class, proven content to drive donations
• Content for evergreen communications & key 

fundraising initiatives and times of year (Dr. Day, Giving 
Tuesday, National Health Awareness months)

• Custom content and multimedia storytelling (video, 
podcasts, donor and provider profiles)

Technology
Honor Your Caregiver platform: Collect stories, recognize 
caregivers and generate revenue

• Story-sharing functionality with lead capture
• HIPAA compliant story database searchable by service 

line, location or provider
• Proven design and user experience to maximize 

engagement
• Integration with donor landing pages



Why Digital Fundraising? 



Why digital fundraising?

Philanthropy is moving online and hospital foundations must be able to 
compete

1

Digital is the best way to grow your pipeline among the next generation of 
patient-donors (aged 45-64)

2

Digital engagement is both efficient and effective, growing fundraising 
revenue both online and offline

3
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Billions of philanthropy dollars moving online
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Online giving (% of total revenue)
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Building your pipeline:
45-64 year old Americans are developing disease and seeking care 
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Building your pipeline:
45-64 year olds are caring for an aging parent 

care for chronically ill, disabled or aged family member

of the U.S. population

average age

65 million
29%

49 years old
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Building your pipeline:
High-income 45-64 year olds have giving capacity (90th vs. 99th %)
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Building your pipeline
45-64 year olds depend on digital

41.5 %
of 45-64 year olds
subscribe to Netflix

1 in 3
Amazon users are 45-64
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The Challenge
Scripps Health case study



Our Goals

Educate patients about the role 
of the Foundation1

Engage patients early on in their care 
experience with a new, consistent messaging 
platform

Connect with patients and 
inspire them to take action2 Provide a low barrier of entry and clear value 

proposition for patients to get involved

Increase Foundation revenue3
Develop targeted campaigns with tangible giving 
levels to drive revenue from both new and 
existing donors 
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Foundation + Marketing: 
Cultivating your highest-value supporters
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Foundation + Marketing: 
A true partnership is required 

Marketing
Patients

Foundation
Donors

Mktg +
Foundation
Patients & 

Donors



How we did it
Reporting structure

• Single executive leader over both Foundation and MarComm

• Foundation manager reports to senior director of brand and system marketing

Cross-functional agency partner that brings both strong digital fundraising & patient marketing 
expertise.

Teams collectively develop and share content including patient stories across both areas to 
reinforce the message.

MarComm teams support the Foundation: Social, content and creative.

Singular brand message map that is targeted but based on the same brand promise and pillars.
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Outcomes of an integrated structure

Align teams by working towards the same goals & objectives1

Create a better marketing and digital experience for patient-donors 2

Maximize value by cultivating patient—donors strategically     3
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The solution
Activating patient-donors



Our Goals

Educate patients about the role 
of the Foundation1

Engage patients early on in their care 
experience with a new, consistent messaging 
platform

Connect with patients and 
inspire them to take action2 Provide a low barrier of entry and clear value 

proposition for patients to get involved

Increase Foundation revenue3
Develop targeted campaigns with tangible giving 
levels to drive revenue from both new and 
existing donors 



Data-driven insights
Understanding our audience 
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Senior corporate execs

Brenda is a breast cancer survivor

“We want to cure a disease”



Strategic cultivation 
Aligning marketing with the foundation

Mapped every patient and donor 
touchpoint across on- and offline 
channels from clinical, Foundation and 
patient billing departments.

Restructured post-care engagement 
model to ensure consistency, improve 
patient experience and increase 
conversion rates.

How are you managing this 
experience at your health system?



The Grateful Patient Ecosystem



Consistent Messaging 
& Branding
Updated sub-brand name and all collateral for 
consistent messaging and styling  across in-
facility, traditional and digital platforms

Re-branded Grateful Patient
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A New Model of Engagement
Advocacy

Activation

Awareness

Acquisition Loyalty & Retention
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Awareness: Offline integration
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Activation: First-time engagement

Share your story1

Honor Your Caregiver: 
Digital honor roll or Lapel pin

2

Enroll in President’s Council3
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Activation: Welcome new digital supporters
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Activation: Deliver on the promise

Operationalizing the model
Established operational processes to engage 
and recognize honored employees
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Loyalty: Engaging email
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Loyalty: Repeat giving
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Loyalty: Repeat giving
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Advocacy: Say thanks
Welcome new donors and balance solicitations 
with stewardship and thank you messages
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Advocacy: Be social
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Advocacy: Identify and showcase champions

Perspectives from lower-level donors makes 
giving tangible and relatable
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Maximize the value of your content
Stories power content across digital platforms
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The results
Growing the pipeline and increasing revenue



The results

stories shared

email list growth

increase in site traffic

of all online gifts are from 
first-time donors 

1,000+
5x

95%

~50%

increase in online revenue

average online donation

new online donors with significant 
giving capacity 

2x
$375

55%+

Grow the pipeline Increase revenue
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How we compare: Industry benchmarks
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Digital Giving Metric Scripps Hospital/Health 
Industry Benchmark*

Average Online Donation (2018) $375.34 $131

Median Donation < $1,000 (2018) $100 $20 

Median Donation > $1,000 (2018) $2,500 $2,000 

Online giving growth (2017-2018) +51% +9.5% 

Email list growth (2017-2018) +129% +17%

Donor retention (2017-2018) 43% new donor retention 25% new donor retention

Fundraising email open rate (2018) 27.43% 17%

Fundraising email click through rates (2018) 1.12% 0.58%

Digital advertising cost per email acquisition (2018) $0 $1.46

Value per website visitor (2018) $15.90 $0.59

*Benchmark sources: Blackbaud Luminate 2018; M+R 2018 Benchmarks 



Get in touch: 

john@digitalhealthstrategies.com

tirtha.abha@scrippshealth.org

#AHP19

Thank you! 



Questions & Discussion
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